Engage Every
Student
Share any application on your device.
Instantly and in real time.

Vivi makes learning more
personalised and interactive
than ever before

Teaching practices have come
a long way in recent years.
Students are now more active
participants in the classroom.
Lessons are becoming more
personalised. And teachers
are promoting more fluid
and collaborative learning
environments.
With more and more schools
embracing mobile technology,
we are well and truly entering
a new era of one-on-one
digital engagement.

What is Vivi?
Vivi is a wireless presentation
tool that enables teachers
and students to share,
display, annotate, capture
and save information
in real time. From any
application and any device in
the classroom.
Built exclusively for the
education sector, Vivi allows
today’s tech-savvy students
to access learning content
effortlessly, engage more
actively and collaborate
more effectively.

Introducing Vivi.

To book your free in-school demonstration,
call Integrate AV on 1800 742 748
info@integrateav.com.au
www.integrateav.com.au

The powerful features of Vivi
Freedom to move and work
Vivi is a wireless tool that
teachers can operate from
anywhere in the classroom. With
the freedom to move around
while they work, teachers can
deliver flexible and individualised
learning experiences.

Effortless to use
The moment teachers and
students walk into a Vivienabled room with their device,
they automatically join in and
collaborate. Teachers will pick it
up in a flash. And as for students?
Well, we’d be surprised if they’d
need any training at all! One tap
is all it takes.

Displays and captures
anything
Vivi allows teachers to display
whatever content they want, from
any device they want, when they
want. They can display websites,
exercises and presentations
from anywhere in the room. They
can broadcast webpages to all
devices simultaneously. And they
can allow individual students to
share their work and ideas for
all to see.

Upcoming Features
Seamless technology

There is a lot to look forward to with Vivi.

With many schools introducing
a ‘bring your own device’ policy,
Vivi does not discriminate.

With regular teacher and student
feedback, we are continuing to develop
and enhance the Vivi feature set.

Vivi works seamlessly across
all platforms, operating systems
and devices. Teachers and
students simply download the
Vivi App to their laptop, tablet
or smartphone – and then
instantly participate.

Here’s a taste of upcoming Vivi features.
Student Engagement Level (Sel)
Imagine if students could let their teachers know
they don’t understand a key concept as it is being
taught? Now imagine they could communicate their
uncertainty without having to raise their hand? Soon,
Vivi will enable students to discreetly alert teachers
if something is unclear – allowing teachers to track

Students can also capture any
content shown on the main
display. They can then annotate
their own notes and save to
their devices.

individual student engagement in real time.

Broadcast Emergencies
If your school or institution faces any kind of
emergency, Vivi can alert everyone at once. Every
Vivi-connected device and screen will display whatever
message you choose – such as evacuation or lock-down
procedures – in an instant.

Active Directory Integration

“

IT Managers will appreciate that integrating Vivi
directly with Active Directory will provide centralised

“Even though the classroom model is moving from a teacher-centred classroom to a flexible learning
environment, current technology still restricts teachers to the front of the classroom. But Vivi is now
challenging this dilemma. The ability to transform any space instantly into a creative and interactive
environment is a game-changer. Vivi is simple, intuitive and powerful and I am confident that it will
soon help become an indispensable tool for every Australian classroom”
Mark Sullivan
Director of Innovative Technologies
Pymble Ladies’ College

and seamless access management for all Vivi-enabled
screens and projectors in their school or institution.

Vivi FAQs
How simple is it to maintain Vivi?

How do students annotate on the

Very. As a teacher or student, you

teacher’s content?

have little to do other than open

Any content that the teacher

the client on your own device and

wirelessly presents to the main

connect to the room. If you’re the

display, a student can simply push

school’s IT administrator, you can

the ‘Capture’ button on the Vivi

connect to the Vivi Admin Portal - a

app. This will grab a copy on the

web based system for effortlessly

student’s device on which they can

administering your Vivi environment.

annotate their own notes and save

The portal allows you to:

for later review.

•

Manage user and assigned
user privileges

How do I get Vivi?

•

Manage room names for the
Vivi units

through a network of resellers listed

•

Remotely reboot Vivi units

Vivi’s pricing structure is comprised

•

Remotely perform bulk updates
to Vivi units

of a once off hardware fee plus an

Monitor system status in real-time

Pricing is based on the number of

•

Vivi is available for purchase
on the website.

annual licencing fee.

Can I have multiple Vivi boxes in the

rooms where Vivi is installed.

same learning space?

The Vivi annual licence fee includes:

Yes! When launching the Vivi App,

•

Comprehensive technical support

•

Service level agreement for

teachers and students will be
prompted to confirm which learning

ongoing support

space they are using.
Is it difficult to install Vivi?
Not at all. There are only 3 basic
connections on the Vivi unit. Firstly
power, followed by the network
connection and finally HDMI to the
projector or screen in the room.
Can students take control of the main
display without permission?
Students will not be able to
wirelessly present unless the teacher
gives them permission.

•

Firmware updates on the release
of new operating systems

•

Free access to upcoming
features as future version of Vivi
are released

To make Vivi accessible to all
schools, flexible pricing and leasing
finance packages are available.

Ready to see Vivi
in action?
call Integrate AV on 1800 742 748
info@integrateav.com.au
www.integrateav.com.au

